Why you need
Mobile Guardian
for Teachers

Take control of the
Digital Classroom
At Mobile Guardian, we understand that the growing number
of devices you need to manage in the classroom has
created a new era of teaching. However, the proliferation of
technology and devices also brings with it a growing number of
distractions and challenges.
The digital classroom brings multiple opportunities for
learning and teachers are now tasked with complying with and
delivering the curriculum, whilst teaching students the digital
skills they need to succeed in the modern-day workplace.
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Chromebook

With Mobile Guardian, teachers can deploy, manage and
secure mobile devices in the classroom to deliver a boundless,
dynamic and engaging digital curriculum.
Our comprehensive Mobile Device Management (MDM)
platform delivers an unsurpassed secure learning environment
that simplifies digital classroom management. Mobile Guardian
saves teachers precious time, enabling them to maximise
teaching and classroom hours to significantly enhance student
learning.
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ENHANCING THE DIGITAL CLASSROOM WITH
COMPLETE DEVICE CONTROL:

• Plan classes and deliver digital content ahead of class

Why Mobile Guardian in the
Classroom
Our dynamic platform has been wholly designed for education.
We place control of the digital classroom firmly in the teacher’s
hand – enabling you to plan and share content, control and limit
device use, track progress, eliminate distractions, manage apps
and ensure only appropriate content is accessible to students.
You can also share screens, communicate with students and
view every device simultaneously via the Teacher Dashboard.

• Measure student progress with extensive reporting
and employ ‘heads up’ to minimise distractions
• Push content to every device, including apps, videos,
URL’s and documents
• Maximise teaching time with advanced digital tools
including messaging students and mirroring devices
• Create digital timetable with specified device time
quotas
• Create and adapt interactive lessons, while controlling
application use and web access in class
• Facilitate flipped classroom workflow and support 1:1
curriculum management
• Lock devices to control online access or lock devices
to one specific application

Our dedicated Teacher Dashboard
was designed to save you time
The intuitive Teacher Dashboard, enables you to control
every classroom device to deliver effective and appropriate
educational content. Our tools not only support you in the class,
but also streamline planning and reporting, enabling you to take
complete control of your digital curriculum delivery.
With our ingenious one-to-one curriculum management and
granular reporting, you can keep track of individual student
progress and ensure they are each supported according to their
learning style, development and needs.

Try it now for free
Start your 14 day free trial today
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